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Let {rt>n} be a system of monic polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle with
respect to a positive Borel measure }1. It is shown that under fairly mild conditions
on the reflection coefficients, rt> .(0), the Leros of a subsequence of {<1>n} are
asymptotically uniformly distributed on some circle, The radius of this circle can be
found using a Cauchy-Hadamard-type formula. We also characterize the measures
/l with the property that the I.~" best polynomial approximants to every function
fE H 2(/l) converge uniformly on every compact subset of the open unit disc at a
geometrically fast rate, ('; 1990 Academic Press, Inc.

1. INTRODliCTIOT\;

Let J1 be a positive Borel measure supported on an infinite subset of the
complex plane, C. Suppose that

f Itl" dJ1(t) < 00, n=O, 1, .... (1.1 )
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Then the orthonormal polynomials ~n(dfl) are defined uniq uely by the
conditions

( l.2a)

/(1/>0, (1.2b)

where nn denotes the class of polynomials of degree at most n. When the
support of Ii is a finite real interval, then the asymptotic behavior of the
zeros of ~Il has been thoroughly investigated. Denoting the zeros of rP" by
{Zkl/} Z~ I' we have, for example, the following theorem of Erdos and
Freud.

THEOREM 1.1 [4]. Let the support of p be the interFaI [ - I, 1]. Assume
that

lim K~" = 2.
11- 7.'

Then, for any continuous function f on [ -1, I],

1 1/ 1 .1

lim-If(zkn)=-\ f(l)(I-t 2
) Udt.

1/ .• ",nk=1 Jr" 1
(1.3 )

The assumptions of this theorem are true, in particular, when the
support of fl is the interval [- 1, 1] and the Radon- Nykodym derivative
of fl is positive almost everywhere. Under the assumptions of this theorem,
then, the limiting distribution of the zeros of the orthogonal polynomials is
arcsine.

When the support of fl is the unit circle, however, very little is known
about the location of the zeros of the orthogonal polynomials [I, 10, 13].
In a recent paper, Nevai and Totik [10] have established certain connec
tions between the recurrence coefficients of these polynomials and their
zeros. In this paper, we demonstrate how a lemma in a paper of Blatt, SaIT,
and Simkani [2] together with some of the estimates in [6] can be used
to obtain, in fact, an analogue of Theorem 1.1 in this case. As an applica
tion of our theorem, we shall study the behavior of the polynomials of best
approximation to functions in the Hardy class H 2 on the unit disc in the
metric of the space L~f.l' When fl is the arclength measure on the unit circle,
then these polynomials are simply the partial sums of the Taylor expansion
of the function; therefore they converge to the function uniformly on com
pact subsets of the open unit disc at a geometrically fast rate. Subject to
certain mild conditions, we shall characterize those measures J.1. for
which the L ~Il best approximation polynomials for every function in H 2
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converge geometrically on compact subsets of the open unit disc. Our
result concerning the zero distribution can be generalized further, for
instance, to the case when the support of /1 is a sufficiently smooth closed
Jordan curve; but, because of the technical details involved, we defer this
generalization to a separate paper along with a general treatment of the
zeros of extremal polynomials.

In the next section, we discuss our main results, while the proofs will be
given in Section 3.

2. MAI~ RESULTS

First we develop some notation. We assume that )1 is a positive Borel
measure supported on the unit circle and satisfies condition (1.1). Let <1>n
denote the monic polynomial K,; lrPn. If p is a polynomial of degree n, then
the polynomial znp(1lz) will be denoted by p*. For r > 0, let v, denote the
arc-measure (2n)- 1 dO on the circle C,:= {z: Izi =r}. When r=O, we let v,
be the delta distribution with mass 1 and support z = O. If Pn is a polyno
mial of degree n, then v(Pn) denotes the measure that associates the mass
of lin at each of the n zeros of Pn' A limit of measures will always mean
the limit in the weak* topology. Let II ·111: denote the sup norm on E.
Finally, if Jl is a measure, Jl' its Radon-Nykodym derivative, and log Ji' is
integrable, then the Szego function is defined by

{
I _2" u + Z }

D(Ji, z) := exp -4 I log Ji/(t) - dt ,
n,o u-z

(2.1 )

We summarize some of the well-known facts about the orthogonal
polynomials on the unit circle in the following

PROPOSITIO:-J 2.1 [5,6,14]. (a) The polynomials <1>n, <1>: sati.~f'y the
recurrence relation

so that

n - 1

<1>:(z) = 1+ z L --=-<1>-k+-1-""'(0"""') <1>k(Z).
k~O

(2.2a)

(2.2b)

(b) All the zeros of rP" are in the open unit disc {izi < 1}, and hence

n = 1, 2, .... (2.3 )
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(el Given any sequence of numbers ak with lakl < I, there exists a
unique measure fl such that ak = cPk(O), k = 1, 2, ....

(d) We have

(2.4 )n = 0, 1, ....!=I ~ 1,icP,,(z)1 ~exp C~O IcPdO)I).

(e) The measure fl satisfies log Ji' ELI [0, 2n:] !l and OIl(Jl if

(2.5)

the limit being uniform on compact subsets of the open unit disc.

(f) If log fl' is integrable, then D(/L, z) - 1 E H 2.

Nevai and Totik proved, among other things, the following facts.

THEOREM 2.2 [10]. Let

lim sup IcP,,(O)i In =: p. (2.6)
n - + :1:.;

Assume that p < 1. Then

(a) For each a> p, the number (~f zeros of rft" outside of CQ is bounded
independently of n.

(b) The function D(fl, Z)-I is analytic in the disc !z! < lip, and (2.5)
holds on compact suhsets of this disc.

(c) The measure fl is absolutely continuous and there is a function g

which is analytic and non-zero on Izi < lip, such that fl'(O)='ig(e iO )j2,
eE[0,2n].

We shall sharpen part (a) of the above theorem by giving the limiting
distribution of the zeros of the orthogonal polynomials. Under some mild
conditions on fl, we shall also give the distribution of the zeros even for the
case p = 1, where p is defined in (2.6), thus completing Theorem 2.2. We
note that, for the "Jacobi case," fl'=lsin(O/2W', ('>0, we have [3,9]
cPn(O) = (','(n + ('), so that p = 1. The following theorem will imply that, in
this case, the zero distributions {v(rftn)} ::. 1 converge to the measure
(211')' 1 dO on the unit circle.

THEOREM 2.3. Let A be any subsequence of positire integers such [hal

(2.7 )
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where p is defined in (2.6). If p < 1, then, in the weak* topology,

lim v((O,,)=vp '
I1-X
IJEA

Suppose that

(2.8)

(2.9)

Then (2.8) holds even in the case when p = 1.

Remark 1. If p < 1, then (2.9) is trivially satisfied. In [11] (cf. [8J
also), it is proved that if J.1.' > 0 almost everywhere on the unit circle, then
ct>,,(O) ~ 0 as n ~ et:J, which again implies (2.9). Thus, the condition (2.9) is
a fairly weak condition.

Remark 2. After proving Theorem 2.3, we shall demonstrate that when
0< ct>,,(O) < 1, n = 1, 2, ..., but (2.9) is not satisfied, then (2.8) does not hold.

Remark 3. In view of the Principle of Descent [7, Theorem 3.8], (2.8)
implies that, with the terminology to be defined at the beginning of
Section 3,

lim sup 1ct>,,(ZWi" = {P,
II -. xc Izl,
lie A

for quasi-alllzi ~ p

for quasi-all Izi > p.
(2.10)

We now turn our attention to the approximation of functions in H 2
• If

fE H 2(J.1.), we let

and

"
ck(J.1., f) := J f(t) (Ok(t) dJ.1.(t),

n - 1

s,,(J.1., f, z):= L Ck()1, f) ¢Jk(Z),
k~O

k=O, 1, ...,

ZE C.

(2.l1a)

(2.11 b)

A measure J.1. will be said to have the geometric convergence property if for
every IE H 2 (J.1.) and every compact set K c {[zl < 1}, we have

lim sup III - sn(J.1., f)11 in < 1, (2.12)

where II II K denotes the sup norm over K. As an application of Theorem 2.3,
we give a characterization of such measures in terms of the quantity p in
(2.6) under the assumption that (2.9) is satisfied.
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THEOREM 2.4. Assume that the "reflection coelJlcients" $n(O) for a
measure Jl satish' the condition (2.9). Then f1 has the geometric com'ergence
property [f and only if p < I, where p is defi'ned in (2.6).

In particular, the Jacobi measures do not have the geometric con
vergence property. Theorem 2.4 implies, in fact, that unless the measure is
extremely nice (cf. Theorem 2.2), the possible singularities of a function
fE f{2 have an adverse effect on the rate of convergence of its orthogonal
polynomial expansion inside the unit disc, where f is analytic. This is in
keeping with the "contamination principle" described in [12].

3. PROOFS

The proof of Theorem 2.3 and the remarks following it rely upon the
following lemma of Blatt, SalT, and Simkani [2]. If K c C is compact, then
we denote its logarithmic capacity by cap(K) and its equilibrium measure
by Vx' This equilibrium measure is the unique positive, unit Borel measure
supported on K such that

i log Iz - tl dv K(t) = log cap(K),
'K

quasi--everywhere on K. (3.1)

Here, and in the sequel, quasi-everywhere will mean everywhere except on
a Borel set of capacity zero.

LEMMA 3.1 [2]. Let K be a compact subset of C having posithe
capacity, A be an infinite subsequence of positive integers, and

p" = z" + .. , En", nEA,

be a sequence of monic polynomials. Then,

(a) v(p") converges to V K in the weak* topology if both of the
following conditions hold:

lim sup II p"11 ~n ~ cap(K) (3.2)

and, for each closed set A contained in the union of the bounded (open)
components of the complement of the outer boundary of K,

lim v(p")(A) = O.
n ".... ex;
n c A

(3.3 )
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(b) Conversely, (f the unbounded component of C\K is regular with
respect to the Dirichlet problem, v(pn) ~ VK as n -4 'X;, n E A, and the zeros
of {P"}"EA are uniformly bounded, then the conditions (3.2) and (3.3) must
hold.

Proof of Theorem 2.3. We distinguish between two cases. If p = 0, then
Theorem 2.2(b) implies that the sequence {IP:(Z)} converges uniformly on
compact subsets of C to an entire function. Therefore, in view of Hurwitz's
theorem, for any I:: > 0, the number of zeros of ifJ: in the disc Izi ~ 1/1::,
which is the same as the number of zeros of ifJ" in the annulus f; ~ [zl < 1,
is bounded uniformly in n. Theorem 2.3 then follows trivially in this case.

Now let p > O. For n E A sufficiently large, C/J,,(O) of: 0 and we write

n = 1, 2, .... (3.4 )

Then 'P" is a monic polynomial of degree n. We shall prove that {'Pn } n E A

satisfies the conditions (3.2) and (3.3) of Lemma 3.1 with K = C R' where

R = lip. (3.5)

In view of (2.4) and (2.9), lim sUPn _. "" II C/J n il ~/~ ~ 1. Hence, by Bernstein's
lemma (cf. [15, Sect. 4.6]),

lim sup II C/J 11
1
/":0:: Rn CR ~ •

n + X

Using (3.6), (2.6), and (2.2b), we conclude that

lim sup II. C/J * II I/n :< 1II . (R -...;;::: •

n- ':I.

In view of (2.7), this implies that

lim sup II 'Pnll ~:; ~ R.
n .:x.,
neA

(3.6 )

(3.7)

(3.8 )

Now, R is the capacity of C Rand 'Pn is a monic polynomial. Thus
{lJI"}"EA satisfies the condition (3.2) for K=CR. The condition (3.3) is
satisfied in view of Proposition 2.1(b) when p = 1 and Theorem 2.2(a) in the
case when p < 1. Lemma 3.1 now implies Theorem 2.3. I

Next, we demonstrate that if 0< C/Jn(O) < 1, for all n? 1, then (2.8)
implies (2.9). Suppose that 0< C/J,,(O) < 1 and (2.9) does not hold.
Necessarily, then, p = 1. Moreover, we observe that (2.2a) implies that
C/J,,(z) and C/J:(z) are real for real values of z; in particular, C/J,,(I) = C/J,~(1)

for n=O, 1, .... Using (2.2a) again, we see that

" 1

C/J:O)=C/J,,(I)= n (1 +C/Jk(O)).
k~O
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Now, the zeros of (fJ" all lie in the open unit disc. Hence, Lemma 3.1 (b)
implies that if (2.9) does not hold, then (2.8) cannot hold either.

Proof of" Theorem 2.4. Let 0 < p < r < 1. Then (3. 7) holds and hence

lim sup II (fJ 111.0",::::: {Jn _ ( p '"'" •

Using Bernstein's lemma [15, Sect. 4.6]. we then get

11 _ :"1..

(3.9)

(3.10)

If p = 0, then (3.7) holds for every R and hence we get (3.10) in this case
also. Now, Theorem 2.2(c) implies that log J.1' is integrable, and hence, the
sequence {K,,} converges to a positive real number. Thus, (3.10) implies
that

lim sup I!p"il ~.:' ~ r.

It is now elementary to verify that

lim sup 111- S,,(Il, nil i" ~ r < I,
n -+ :1..;

for every set Kr::; {z: 1.:1 ~r}.

Next, let p = l. We consider the function

I'(z):= '\'~ (fJ,,(z).
. L n2 1:(fJ :1 .

n l..: ,1 I n I ("!

(3.11 )

(3.12 )

(3.lJ )

Clearly, I is continuous on Izi ~ 1 and analytic on 1=1 < 1; in particular,
IE lf2(p). However, if N is any fixed integer in /I., then

(3.14)

Thus, since p= 1 and limN .•..c ;1(fJ.\'il~;'= 1, NE/I. (cf. (3.6) with R= 1), we
have

lim sup III - s,,(p, .Ili ~" ~ I
1Z -.(/...

for any compact set K such that 0 E K. This completes the proof. I

(3.15)
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